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Fatherland and Diaspora: The AKP, the Turkish Diaspora and minorities from Turkey

The Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP) has transformed Turkish politics since its rise to power after the 2002 general election. One of the aspects rather overlooked in the literature is the politicization of the Turkish diaspora.

In recent years, Turkish policy makers have paid greater attention to the diaspora communities. These have, in turn, come to develop a greater interest in and influence on Turkish (foreign) policy. Today, foreign votes and diasporic politics are more important than ever.

This paper analyzes the interrelationship between the Diasporic activism of minority groups and state policy through a comparative study of the rise and evolution of transnational activist networks in Western countries. Drawing on Sidney Tarrow’s conceptualization of a “new transnational activism”, it demonstrates that transnational spaces, created by the processes of globalization and internationalization, have been instrumental to the politicization of Turkey’s minorities. As a result, it will be argued, ties between minorities in diaspora and state authorities are most likely to grow even stronger in the 21st Century.
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